TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 9 WEST
Section Corner, Sections 26/25, T6S, R9W

Found 2" iron pipe 3 feet above the ground for the corner.

From which found:
28" hemlock snag 12' tall bears S 88° W 3.8 feet; old AR and other cruiser marks, no scribe

Old G.P. tag on 6" hemlock bears S 50° E 6.9 feet; no scribe, yellow tag

Old LFCO. tag on 5" hemlock bears N 7° W 13.2 feet; yellow tag

Aspect: West southwest

Dirt road runs west and north 15 feet northwest of corner pipe.

No original evidence found - possibly a perpetuation.

July 26, 1978

Found by: Wesley E. Schlenker, LFCO. (IS 110)
Wayne Brewer, Dave Rodman